to be ulcerated, but they occur more often among men and blacks and are more likely to invade. In our limited snapshot of regression reported on the national level, overall survival was no different than that for other melanomas. Studies have shown mixed data with regard to the prognostic significance of regression in melanomas. Both clinical and histopathologic characterization of regressing melanomas at the national level would be aided by consistency of reporting of this phenomenon.
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Comparison of Diagnostic and Management Sensitivity to Melanoma Between Dermatologists and MelaFind: A Pilot Study

In 2011, malignant melanoma (MM) was estimated to be the fifth most commonly diagnosed cancer in the United States, with 70,230 new MM diagnoses and 8,790 MM deaths estimated that year. Early detection of MM is critically important. In this pilot study, we evaluate a handheld imaging device called MelaFind (Mela Sciences Inc), which acts as a noninvasive guide to help dermatologists determine whether they should biopsy a pigmented lesion. Our objectives were to estimate MM management accuracy between dermatologists and MelaFind and to estimate diagnostic sensitivity and specificity to MM among dermatologists. We also assessed physician reasoning for performing biopsies of pigmented lesions that proved to be melanomas.

Methods. The protocol and consent process were approved through the BRANY (Biomedical Research Alliance of New York) institutional review board. In this cross-sectional reader study, 39 dermatologists were compared with MelaFind in evaluations of 23 MMs and 24 benign pigmented lesions. The cases were selected from a repository of lesions amassed during an acquisition study conducted by MELA Sciences Inc for the US Food and Drug Administration. In the acquisition study, MelaFind was applied to the lesions and produced 1 of 2 suggested courses: “consider biopsy: use clinical judgment” or “consider follow-up: use clinical judgment.” Prior to biopsy of the lesion, photographs of the lesion were taken from 21 inches away (distance image), 8 inches away (close-up image), and dermoscopically. Lesions were biopsied in toto and evaluated by a panel of dermatopathologists who were unaware of the MelaFind recommendations.

Forty-seven lesions (23 MMs and 24 nonmelanomas) were randomly selected from the repository for raters to evaluate. Raters viewed the images and a detailed case history for each lesion but were unaware of the MelaFind recommendations. The raters were asked a series of questions regarding each case, including whether they would biopsy the lesion, their reason for recommending biopsy, and whether they thought it was a melanoma.

Uncertainty in individual estimates was quantified using 1-sided mid-P exact 95% lower confidence bounds (LCBs) for sensitivity and 2-sided mid-P exact 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for specificity. Average biopsy sensitivity was estimated, and a 2-sided 95% CI was constructed based on the Student [sic] t distribution.

Results. Estimated biopsy sensitivity was 0.51 and 0.71, respectively. For MMs, the most common dermatologist rationale for performing a biopsy was “concern about the lesion being a melanoma” (49%); the second most common was “concern about an aggressive melanocytic lesion other than melanoma” (35%). Other reasons were “I am not concerned about this lesion, but the patient has expressed..."
Concern” (8%), and “concern about a nonmelanoma skin cancer” (6%).

Comment. In our study, MelaFind performed with a high sensitivity but a low specificity in recommending biopsy for melanomas.

The biopsy specificity for dermatologists in our study (43%) is much higher than the 3.7% specificity found for dermatologists in the study by Monheit et al. This disparity in specificity between the 2 studies is likely owing to the larger sample size and higher ratio of nonmelanomas to melanomas in the study by Monheit et al.

In our study, 2 raters had 100% biopsy sensitivity. Their specificities, however, were low, at 12.5% and 8.3%, respectively. These results indicate that higher biopsy specificity is associated with lower specificity for clinically atypical pigmented skin lesions for both dermatologists and MelaFind.

Limitations of our study include that it was internet and image based. Thus, tactile evaluation of the lesions was not possible. In addition, the dermatologists completing our study represent a convenience sample who expressed interest in MelaFind, which could have introduced a selection bias. A final limitation is that our study had a small sample size.

In our study, MelaFind appears to be a very sensitive tool to guide dermatologists in biopsying suspect pigmented lesions. However, users need to be aware that MelaFind, unlike dermatologists, trades a high sensitivity for a lower specificity, thus resulting in biopsy recommendations for many benign lesions. These findings suggest that MelaFind could be useful for dermatologists. A larger reader study is currently under way to confirm these results.
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The Safety and Efficacy of Diphencyprone for the Treatment of Alopecia Areata in Children

Topical diphencyprone (DPCP) immunotherapy is used to treat refractory and advanced alopecia areata. Although not approved for this indication by the US Food and Drug Administration, the safety and efficacy of DPCP in adults with alopecia areata has been evaluated in several studies. However, the use of DPCP in children has been the focus of only a limited number of studies. One study of 26 children indicated cosmetically acceptable hair regrowth in 35% of patients. A second study of 12 patients indicated hair regrowth in 67% of patients.

Methods. We performed a retrospective study of children treated in our DPCP clinic over the period 2002 through 2011 to evaluate the efficacy of DPCP, the incidence of adverse effects, and factors predictive of hair regrowth and adverse effects. The study received ethical approval. All children followed the same immunotherapy protocol beginning with sensitization with DPCP, 2%, in acetone followed by a treatment with DPCP, 0.0001%, 2 weeks later. Thereafter, treatment continued on a weekly basis with increasing concentrations of DPCP if there was no significant itching, scaling, or redness.

A complete response was defined as full regrowth of scalp hair, and a partial response was defined as any hair regrowth other than full regrowth. Fisher exact and χ² tests were used to examine relationships between clinical parameters. P = .05 was considered significant in all analyses.

Results. A total of 108 patients, aged 4 months to 18 years (mean age, 11.7 years), were included in the study. The mean age at onset of alopecia areata was 8 years (range, 4 months to 17 years). Patients included in the study were refractory to treatment with 1 or more of the following: topical steroids (67%), intralesional steroids (34%), or minoxidil (11%); and the average duration of the disease was 3.8 years (range, 1 month to 10 years). Thirty-five children had atopy (32%); 32 had a family history of alopecia areata (30%); 26 had an ophiasis pattern of scalp involvement (24%); and 24 had nail involvement (22%).

Marked sensitization reactions, including localized edema, dermatitis, vesicles, desquamation, and urti-